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We Actively Engage in Energy Revolution of the Consumer Side  

Fossil fuels, as the backbone of modern industry and civilization, have played a 

major role in global energy consumption for a long time and will remain for some 

time to come in the future. However, fossil fuels are non-renewable and have limited 

supply, and the greenhouse gases produced by their combustion are one of the main 

factors aggravating global warming. Hence, a complete revolution in energy 

production and consumption must be enforced.   

On the energy consumption side, Luxshare Precision adheres to the commitment 

of responsible intelligent manufacturing and expects to achieve carbon neutrality in 

the whole value chain through investigating carbon inventory and taking emissions 

reduction actions. We start by promoting the Energy Efficiency Project (EEP) and 

Clean Energy Project (CEP) in various production bases at home and abroad. 

Meanwhile, we cooperate with stakeholders to leverage our industrial advantages and 

resources and to explore cleaner production mode, aiming to achieve win-win results 

between company development and ecological protection.

 

How Do We Realize Clean and Low-carbon Operation 

Under the support and guidance of the Board of Directors, the Sustainable 

Development Center has led the establishment of the EEP and CEP team covering 

domestic and overseas production bases to jointly promote clean and low-carbon 
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operations.   

 

     Project Organizational Structure 

Based on the analysis of the current energy consumption structure and the 

forecast of future energy consumption growth, Luxshare Precision has set the 

ambitious goal of achieving carbon neutrality in the whole value chain by 2050. The 

plan will be enforced in a progressive manner that we will start by achieving carbon 

neutrality in our operation side and then gradually expand our plan to cut emissions 

through our whole value chain.  
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Luxshare Precision Low Carbon Energy Use Action Plan 

Our Project Goal: 

• Raising awareness: Organize trainings related to energy efficiency and clean 

energy to improve the environmental awareness of each production base, 

which in turn enables independent energy saving actions of each production 

base.  

• Fostering talents: Set up a professional talent pool for energy conservation 

and efficiency enhancement audit, and reserve professional talents for the 

promotion and implementation of the projects. 

• Practicing efficiency enhancement actions: Guide production bases to carry 

out investigation of energy efficiency enhancement and clean energy 

coverage potential and encourage production bases to formulate work plans 

and set annual goals. 
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• Tracking progresses: Track the implementation progresses of efficiency 

enhancement and clean energy coverage work plans of each production base, 

and provide project guidance and resource support for each production base 

to facilitate goal achievement.  

• Summarizing and promotion: Collect energy-saving and efficiency 

improvement benchmark cases, analyze the applicability and feasibility of the 

cases, and then take the best practice into our case base and gradually 

promote to more sites.  

• Forward-looking exploration: Conduct in-depth study of the feasibility of a 

variety of clean energy alternatives from the dimensions of market supply and 

demand, trading mechanism maturity and so on, to determine the medium-

term and long-term clean energy alternative scenarios, and to plan a variety of 

path schemes for the final realization of carbon neutrality in operations.  

• Making an impact: Cooperate with local government, suppliers, partners 

and other stakeholders to actively promote the concept of energy-saving and 

low-carbon life, promote the value of clean energy, set benchmarks, and 
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encourage more stakeholder participations

 

2022 Luxshare Precision EEP and CEP Plan 

At present, the first and second tasks of the project have been completed as 

planned, and the third, fourth and fifth tasks are progressing in an orderly manner. 

Our Effort in 2022 

Consider Carefully and Plan Rigorously 

Luxshare Precision believes that rigorous analysis and demonstration are the 

basis for successful planning and decision-making. The Company first analyzed the 

energy consumption structure by collecting and calculating energy consumption data 

by categories in 2021. We concluded that indirect energy (i.e., electricity) is the most 

important energy type of the Company, accounting for more than 95% of the total 

energy consumption. Therefore, we take actions to improve energy efficiency and 

expand the scope of clean energy applications. In order to truly realize carbon 

neutrality in our own operations, we incorporate 100% of the Company’s production 
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bases into the scope of action and effectively implement supervision as well as 

provide support.  

Pursue Practical Results and Provide Extensive Training 

At Luxshare Precision, we pursue practical results. Therefore, we expect each 

production base to effectively carry out energy efficiency enhancement and clean 

energy coverage potential and feasibility studies, and formulate a consistent long-term 

plan. 

We have integrated the past excellent cases, summarized the standardized work 

flow of the project, and produced the training textbooks, which provide reference and 

guidance for the smooth implementation of EEP and CEP in each production base. On 

December 24, 2021, we held an online training to show and explain in detail the 

standardized work flow of the project for each production base implementation team. 

 

 

168 

Number of participants 

100% 

Training participation rate 
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Textbook of EEP  

While strengthening internal energy saving and emission reduction actions, 

Luxshare Precision explored the application of clean energy from multiple 

perspectives and took various measures to promote the achievement of the project's 

intended goals. 

  

Promotion Directions of Luxshare Precision’s EEP and CEP  

Set Goals and Pursue Perseveringly 

In January 2022, we guided each production base to complete the investigation 

of energy consumption and carried out discussions on the installation of rooftop PV 

systems, direct purchase of green electricity, green energy investment and other 

schemes. By the end of January 2022, 100% of production bases had completed 

energy consumption and energy saving investigation, and goal settings related to 

rooftop PV system installation and direct purchase of green electricity. 
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Overall Goals of Luxshare Precision's EEP and CEP in 2022 

Track Progress and Improve Continuously  

We have established a quarterly data reporting mechanism, set up professional 

staffs tracking project progress, and closely communicated with the implementation 

leaders of each production base to ensure that the project is carried forward as 

planned. From February 2022 onwards, we have prepared and released statistical 

forms of total energy consumption and emission reduction data, and notified project 

members by email.

  

The Progress of Luxshare Precision’s EEP and CEP as of Q2 

By 2022, 30% of the 

Company’s carbon 

emissions generated by 

operational energy 

consumption is expected 

to be neutralized 

30% 

Energy saving：100,000 Mwh 

Cumulative installed capacity of roof 

PV: 90 Mw 

Direct purchase of green electricity: 150,000 

Mwh  
Green electricity obtained by green energy fund 

investment: 15,296 Mwh  

Purchase of green certificates: 400,000 Mwh 

50,660 Mwh 

Energy saving  

3 
1 in Yancheng and 

2 in Changshu 

Roof PV project 

120,000 Mwh 

Direct purchase of green electricity 
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Completed Roof PV Projects 

At the same time, we have set up EEP professional talent pool involving 

functionally related employees in each factory and provided them with specialized 

audit training. We plan to irregularly inspect the progress of EEP and CEP on the basis 

of cross audits of adjacent factories to ensure the practical implementation of the 

project. By the end of June 2022, we had completed the talent pool building, and 168 

people were included. 

In addition, we do our best to provide resources and support for project 

implementation for each production base. The project working group identifies the 

bases that fell behind schedule and communicate with project leader of the base to 

understand if there are difficulties in project implementation. We provide third-party 

resources for our production bases whenever needed. By the end of June 2022, we 

had organized one on-site audit and coaching for a production base, and formulated an 

energy saving and efficiency enhancement plan for it accordingly. 

Summarize Experiences and Promote Best Practice 

Luxshare Precision believes that mature experience is worth sharing, which will 

also stimulate more outstanding practices and explorations. Therefore, we carried out 

quarterly summary of EEP and display of typical cases to explore project experience 
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worthy of sharing within the Company. By the end of June 2022, we had issued case 

submission notices. It is expected that we complete the case collection for the first two 

quarters by Q3, and this work will continue to be implemented.     

In addition, we prefer to spread the word about energy efficiency and low carbon 

to the communities where we operate, as well as to our employees and partners. On 

June 15, the National Low Carbon Day, we jointly held themed activities in our 

factory with the local Economic Development Bureau to spread the concepts of 

ecological civilization, green development and knowledge of energy saving and 

carbon reduction to employees, and invite them to join us in climate actions with low-

carbon lifestyle. 

  

Luxshare Precision’s National Low Carbon Day Activity 

A Long-term Object that Needs Continuous Effort  

Short term plan: Continue to promote the collection of outstanding EEP cases, 

track the progress of energy saving and efficiency enhancement of the Company, 

complete the quarterly data summary and case summary, and provide third-party 

resource guidance for factories with difficulties. 

Long term plan: Achieve the Company's goal of energy saving, efficiency 

enhancement and clean energy coverage in 2022, explore more feasible clean energy 

alternatives and reach the goal of carbon neutrality in the whole value chain by 2050.  
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